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FOREWORD

Like a lot of kids, I was entranced by animation. My childhood was littered with flipbooks, doodles, and at least one zoetrope I built from a kit. I even had an electronic toy called the Etch-a-Sketch Animator that let you create 12 black-and-white “pictures” on a 30×40-pixel screen and make them play back in sequence. This created possibly the worst animation ever, but to a 10-year-old it was the coolest thing!

This love for animation was lost for a few years, as I got deeper and deeper into computers. As I moved through high school and kept learning new operating systems and programming languages, I was starting to realize that one day working/playing with computers could be my career.

Then, in my sophomore year of college, I was introduced to Flash. All of the books I had read about Disney, Warner Brothers, and Hanna-Barbera came flooding back to me. With reckless abandon I learned everything I could about Flash—and was done after about a week. Flash wasn't exactly complicated in those days, and ActionScript didn't consist of much more than stop and play.

The good news was that I was in a perfect place for keeping pace with Flash as it grew—my programming background along with my love for animation let me keep on top of every new version of Flash as it was released. I was in the enviable position of being able to just ride the wave from version to version.

During that time, I spoke at and attended a lot of Flash conferences, where I was lucky enough to meet both Tom Green and David Stiller. If you’re ever in a room with Tom, you’ll know—the raucous laughter is your first clue. Tom has a real exuberance for learning, teaching, and life in general that is all too rare in this world. He is constantly striving to learn more and discover new ways to convey that knowledge to his students. As for David, he is from the true old school—a modern-day Renaissance man. He struck up a conversation with me about obscure board games a few years ago. The conversation wound its way through quantum mechanics, the proper brewing of Turkish coffee, and toy building, and technically is still going on today. I am proud to be able to call on him as a contractor for my company and even more proud to call him a friend.
Now, back to Flash. Recently, it has become such a huge product that I’m starting to see what folks who are new to Flash go through all over again—I’m starting to struggle a bit with the new versions. I don’t have the time to peek into each new cranny of the program. I can’t sit down and figure out all the new best practices. It’s pretty overwhelming.

That’s why I was very, very happy when I found out that Tom and David were working on this book—they have done all the research for me, so I’m not going to fall behind! I knew Tom and David would take Flash CS3 and distill everything about it into an informative and fun-to-read tome for newcomers and old hats like myself.

I’m very happy to tell you, they didn’t disappoint. Enjoy the firm binding and nice new look of your new book now because I’m sure it will become well loved, dog-eared, and covered in sticky notes in no time!

Branden Hall  
CTO—Automata Studios Ltd.  
June 2007
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David Stiller
INTRODUCTION

I can remember the day as clear is if it were just yesterday. I was walking by my boss' office late one winter afternoon at the college where I teach, and he called me into his office. Sitting on his desk was a thin white box with some sort of weird swirl on it. He slid the box across to me and asked, “You know anything about Flash?”

To be honest, as a Director user, what I knew was filtered through the eyes of a Director guy, which meant I didn’t know much and what I did know convinced me it was a wind-up toy compared to Director. I replied, “A bit.” The boss leaned back in his chair and said, “Well learn a lot more because you are teaching it in four weeks.” This was the start of one of the longest, strangest, and most exhilarating trips I have ever been on. The version was Flash 3, and I have been using and teaching Flash ever since.

In many respects, Flash CS3 completes the process started by Macromedia, now Adobe, with the release of Flash 8. That release was a “designer” release, meaning there were lots of goodies for the creatives and a few for the coders. This iteration of the application is the “developer” release. The coders are dancing in the streets, and the creatives are wondering what the hell happened.

In many respects, this release of the application marks the absorption of Flash into the Adobe product line, and Adobe didn’t just toss it on the pile. As you will discover, there are some seriously cool new features that allow Flash users to take advantage of new workflows among all of the applications in the Adobe lineup including Photoshop CS3, Illustrator CS3, Fireworks CS3, Dreamweaver CS3, and even After Effects CS3 and Soundbooth CS3. The big news, of course, is the introduction of ActionScript 3.0.

This revision of the Flash scripting language will initially, in the immortal words of Ed Grimley, “Drive you mental!” The key word is “initially,” because once you get used to it, you will discover everything you know about ActionScript still applies . . . just a bit differently. When Dave and I started mapping out this book, we decided to go with ActionScript 3.0 for every line of code in the book. In this way, you can learn the fundamentals and use them as a jumping-off point to further explore the power of this language.

This book is also a bit different from any Flash book you may have read or considered purchasing. From the very start of the process, Dave and I put ourselves in your shoes and asked a simple question: “What do you need to know and why?” This question led us into territory
that we didn’t quite expect. As we were grappling with that question early in the process, we kept bothering our network of Flash friends to be sure we were on the right track. At some point, both of us simultaneously came to the conclusion, “Why not just let them explain it in their own words?” This is why, as you journey through this book, you will encounter various experts in the field telling you why they do things and offering you insights into what they have learned. The odd thing is, at some point in their careers, they were no different from you.

One other aspect of this book that we feel is important is we had a lot of fun developing the examples and exercises in the book. The fun aspect is important because if learning is fun, what you learn will be retained. Anybody can show you how to apply a Glow filter to a line on the Flash stage. It is more effective when you do exactly the same thing to a guy wearing a Tron suit. Anybody can dryly explain 9-slice scaling, but it becomes less techie when you apply it to a guy dressed as Peter Pan. Nested movieclips are a “yawner” at best, but when they are related to a Hostess Twinkie, the concept becomes understandable. Shared libraries are an important subject. Instead of filling a library with circles and text, the concept becomes relevant when the library is populated with “Bunny Bits.”

As you may have guessed, we continue to exhibit a sense of joy and wonder with Flash, and we hope a little bit of our enthusiasm rubs off on you as well.

**Book structure and flow**

To start, this is not a typical *Foundation* book. There is no common project that runs throughout the book. Instead, each chapter contains a number of exercises to help you develop some “Flash chops,” and then we turn you loose in the “Your turn” section of each chapter.

We start by dropping you right into the application and creating a small Flash movie we call “Moonrise Over Lake Nanagook” (told you we were having fun). This chapter familiarizes you with the Flash workspace and the fundamentals of using Flash Professional CS3. Chapter 2 introduces you to working with the graphic tools and with graphics files and finishes with your creating a Monty Python–style banner ad.

Chapter 3 introduces you to symbols and libraries in Flash CS3. In this chapter, you learn how to create and use symbols, and we even let Peter Pan explain how 9-slice scaling works. With those fundamentals under your belt, we show you how to share symbols and libraries between movies, how to manipulate symbols with filters and blend effects, and along the way you travel from the Beijing Zoo to Times Square, discovering how to create some rather powerful effects in your Flash movies. The chapter finishes by showing you how to use masks to your advantage in Flash.

At this point in the book, you have pretty well mastered the fundamentals. The rest of the book builds upon what you have learned. Chapter 4 picks you up and throws you into the ActionScript 3.0 pool. Chapter 5 starts by explaining how to use audio in Flash and finishes with your constructing an MP3 player.
Chapter 6 reinforces the message that “text isn’t the gray stuff that surrounds your animations.” We show you how it is both serious and fun by stepping through how to create scrolling text and how to blow up your name. Chapter 7 is one of the more important chapters in the book because Flash’s roots were as an animation application. You are going to learn the basics here, but don’t expect to be shoving boxes and circles around. You will be banging hammers, eating apples, dropping parrots, putting on a Tron suit and lighting it up, and setting a butterfly in motion. Did we mention we believe in having fun?

From animation we move into video in Flash. In Chapter 8, we show the entire process from encoding to upload. In fact, the chapter finishes with your adding captions and a full-screen capability to a Superman movie. Along the way, you will visit heaven and also meet a rather neurotic cartoon character.

Chapters 9, 10, and 11 give you the chance to play with all of the Flash user interface components, actually style a Flash movie using Cascading Style Sheets, and explore how XML gives you a huge amount of flexibility when it comes to adding dynamic data to your movie.

Chapter 12 moves you out of Flash and into the mobile space. Device Central is a new addition to the CS3 lineup, and here you will be creating a slideshow that will appear on a cell phone.

The final two chapters focus on the end game of the design process. Chapter 13 shows you a number of the important techniques you need to know that will keep your movies small and efficient. Chapter 14 shows you how to create the SWF that will be embedded into a web page and how to keep that process as smooth as possible.

Finally, David and I are no different from you. We are learning about this application and what it can and cannot do at the same time as you. Though we may be coming at it from a slightly more advanced level, there is a lot about this application we’re still learning. If there is something we have missed or something you don’t quite understand, by all means contact us. We’ll be sure to add it to the book’s site. Our final words of advice for you are:

*The amount of fun you can have with this application should be illegal. We’ll see you in jail!*

Tom Green
Layout conventions

To keep this book as clear and easy to follow as possible, the following text conventions are used throughout.

Important words or concepts are normally highlighted on the first appearance in **bold type**.

Code is presented in **fixed-width font**.

New or changed code is normally presented in **bold fixed-width font**.

Pseudo-code and variable input are written in *italic fixed-width font*.

Menu commands are written in the form Menu ➤ Submenu ➤ Submenu.

Where we want to draw your attention to something, we've highlighted it like this:

Ahem, don’t say we didn’t warn you.

Sometimes code won’t fit on a single line in a book. Where this happens, we use an arrow like this: ➤.

This is a very, very long section of code that should be written all ➤ on the same line without a break.
1 LEARNING THE FLASH CS3 PROFESSIONAL INTERFACE
Welcome to Flash CS3 Professional. We suspect you are here because you have seen a lot of the great stuff Flash can do and it is now time for you to get into the game. We also suspect you are here because Flash can be one great big, scary application to those unfamiliar with it. The other reason you may be here is because you are an existing Flash user and CS3 is suddenly a lot different from Flash MX 2004 or Flash 8, and you need to get yourself trained up on the new stuff in relatively short order. In either case, both of the authors have been in your shoes at some point in our careers, which means we understand what you are feeling. So instead of jumping right into the application . . . let’s go for walk.

What we’ll cover in this chapter:

- Exploring the Flash interface
- Using the Flash stage
- Working with panels
- The difference between a frame and a keyframe
- Using frames to arrange content on the stage
- Using layers to manage content on the stage
- Adding objects to the library
- Testing your movie

Files used in this chapter:

- Ball.fla (Chapter01/ExerciseFiles_CH01/Exercise/Ball.fla)
- Properties.fla (Chapter01/ExerciseFiles_CH01/Exercise/Properties.fla)
- Layers.fla (Chapter01/ExerciseFiles_CH01/Exercise/Layers.fla)
- MoonOverLakeNanagook.fla (Chapter01/ExerciseFiles_CH01/Exercise/MoonOverLakeNanagook.fla)
- Nanagook.mp3 (Chapter01/ExerciseFiles_CH01/Exercise/Nanagook.mp3)

What we are going to do in this chapter is take a walk through the authoring environment—called the Flash interface—pointing out the sights and giving you an opportunity to play with the features. By the end of the stroll, you should be fairly comfortable with this tool called Flash and have a fairly good idea of what tools you can use and how to use them as you start creating a Flash movie.

As we go for our walk, we will also be having a conversation that will help you to understand the fundamentals of the creation of a Flash movie. Having this knowledge right at the start of the process gives you the confidence to build upon what you have learned. So let’s start right at the beginning of the process . . . the Start page.

The Start page and creating a Flash document

The first thing you see when you launch Flash is the Start page shown in Figure 1-1. This interface, common to all of the Adobe CS3 applications, is divided into three areas. The area on the left side shows you a list of documents you have previously opened. Click one
of them, and that document, provided it hasn’t been moved to another location on your computer, will open. The Open link at the bottom of the list lets you navigate to a document that isn’t on the list.

![Figure 1-1. The Start page](image)

The middle area of the page is where you can choose to create a variety of new Flash documents. Your choices include a blank Flash document, a project aimed at a cell phone or PDA (a mobile document), a series of code-based documents, and a Flash project.

The major change in this panel is the ability to select a new document based upon which version of ActionScript will be used in the document. Flash Professional CS3 marks the latest version of the Flash programming language named ActionScript. The previous version of this language, used in Flash MX 2004 and Flash 8, was ActionScript 2.0. We will be digging into ActionScript 3.0 in greater depth in Chapter 4.

*From this point on, unless otherwise stated, you will be selecting the Flash File (ActionScript 3.0) option when opening new documents throughout this book.*

The right area of the page is reserved for a variety of templates you can use. Clicking one of the folders opens the New from Template dialog box, as shown in Figure 1-2. The Extend area at the bottom of this column contains a link to the Flash Exchange. This is a hyperlink that takes you to a page on the Adobe site where you can download a variety of tools and projects that are available for free or a nominal cost. Let’s open a new document. Simply click Flash File (ActionScript 3.0) in the Create New area of the Start page to open the Flash interface.
Figure 1-2. Flash contains a variety of templates designed to help you become more productive.

The interface that opens is the feature-rich authoring environment (shown in Figure 1-3) that is the heart and soul of Flash. If you are an existing Flash user, the first thing that will catch your attention is that the interface looks somewhat different from previous versions of the application.

Figure 1-3. The Flash authoring environment
The **stage**, the large white area in the center of the screen, is where the action happens. A good way of regarding the stage in relation to Flash is this: if it isn’t on the stage, the user isn’t going to see it. There will be instances where this last statement is not exactly true, but we’ll get into those later on in this book. On the left side of the screen is a set of tools that will allow you to draw, color, and otherwise manipulate objects on the stage. At the bottom of the interface is the Property inspector. We’ll talk about this a little later on, but as you become more comfortable with the application, this panel will become a very important place for you.

At the top of the interface is the **timeline**. This is the place where action occurs. As you can see, the timeline is broken into a series of boxes called **frames**. The best way of regarding frames is as individual frames of a film. When you put something on the stage, it will appear in a frame. If you want it to move from here to there, it will start in one frame and end in another a little further along the timeline. That red box you see in frame 1 is called the **playhead**. Its purpose is to show you the current frame being displayed. When a Flash movie is playing through a browser, the playhead is in motion and the user is seeing the frame where the playhead is located. This is how things appear to move in Flash.

Another thing you can do with the playhead is drag it across the timeline while you are creating the Flash movie. This technique is known as **scrubbing** the timeline, and has its roots in film editing.

On the right side of the interface are the panels. Panels are used to modify and manipulate whatever object you may have selected on the stage or to even add an object to the stage. These objects can be text, photographs, line art, short animations, video, or even interface elements called components. You can use the panels and the menus to change not only the characteristics of the objects, but also how the objects behave on the stage. Panels can be connected to each other (docked) or they can float freely in the interface (floating).

**Managing your workspace**

As you may have surmised, the Flash authoring environment is one busy place, and if you talk to a Flash developer or designer, he will also tell you it can become one crowded place as well. As you start creating Flash projects, you will discover that real estate on your screen is a valuable commodity as it fills up with floating panels and other elements. This has all changed in Flash CS3. Here’s how you manage the panels:

- At the top of the **Tools** panel and the Panels area on the right side of the screen is an icon that looks like a double arrow (see Figure 1-4). Click it and the panels will collapse and become icons. If you click the arrow above the tools, the **Tools** panel expands from a strip to a two-column layout. The process is called **panel collapse**, and is designed to free up screen space in Flash. In fact, Adobe is so thrilled with this feature that you can expect to see it added to all of the applications in the CS Studio over the next couple of years.

- Place the cursor over the bottom icon on the panel strip. The icon will change from gray to color, and a tooltip telling you what the item is will appear.
With the panel collapsed, place the cursor to the left of the icons in the panel strip. When the cursor changes to a double arrow, drag the panel strip to the left or to the right. As you drag to the left, the panel icons will expand and show you the name of the panel. As you drag to the right, the names will disappear and only the icon will be visible.

With the panel collapsed, click an icon in the strip and the contents of that panel will fly out (as shown in Figure 1-5). Click it again and the contents of the panel will slide back. These panels that fly out and slide in are called drawers.

Another method of buying some screen real estate is to collapse a panel by minimizing it. With the panel opened, click the - sign in the upper-right corner of the Property inspector or on the gray bar itself, and it will collapse and only show you the tabs. Click it again and the panel will grow to its original dimensions.

Here's a little trick that is new to the Property inspector. See that little dot beside the word Properties? Click it, and the panel will be reduced to half size. Click it again, and the panel will collapse to just show the tabs. Click it again, and the panel will expand back to full size.

Click the Close button—the X—in a panel, and the panel will be removed from the group. If you do remove a panel, all is not lost. Open the Window menu and click the name of the panel you closed to restore it.

Drag one of the panel icons onto another panel. When you release the mouse, the panel will expand to include the new panel added. This is called a panel set. To remove a panel from a set, just drag the panel icon to the bottom of the stack.

Though not a technique, this tip falls squarely into the “well, it’s about time” category of new stuff. If you drag a floating panel over another interface element, the floating panel will become somewhat transparent and let you see what is under the panel.

Now that you have learned to become the master of the work environment, let’s take a look at how you can also become the master of your Flash document.
Setting document preferences and properties

Managing the workspace is a fundamental skill, but the most important decision you will make concerns the size of the Flash stage and the space it will take up in the browser. That decision is based upon a number of factors, including the type of content to be displayed and the other items that will appear in the HTML document. These decisions all affect the stage size and, in many respects, the way the document is handled by Flash. These two factors are managed by the Preferences panel and the Document Properties dialog box.

To access the Preferences panel, select Edit ➤ Preferences (PC) or Flash Professional ➤ Preferences (Mac). There is a lot to this panel, and we’ll explore it further at various points throughout this book. For now, we are concerned with the general preferences in the Category area of the window. Click General and the window will change to show you the general preferences for Flash (see Figure 1-6).

![Preferences Panel](image)

**Figure 1-6.** The general preferences can be used to manage not only the workspace but also items on the stage.

If you examine many of the selections, you will realize they are fairly intuitive. You can choose to see the Start page when the application starts, to see tooltips when the cursor is over a tool or object, to have a test movie appear in a tabbed window or float, how items
are selected on the stage and the timeline, and even the colors that will be used to tell you what type of object has been selected on the stage. Now that you know how to set your preferences, let’s look at managing the document properties. Follow these steps:

![If you have been using Flash for a few years, you’ll find that the expansion of the Highlight color list to include a variety of objects is a welcome addition.](image)

1. Click the Cancel button to close the window and return to the Flash interface.
2. Click the Size button on the Property inspector. This will open the Document Properties dialog box (shown in Figure 1-7). Other methods of opening this dialog box are as follows:
   - Select Modify ➤ Document.
   - Press Ctrl+J (PC) or Cmd+J (Mac).
   - Right-click (PC) or Ctrl-click (Mac) and select Document Properties from the context menu.
   - Double-click the box that shows 12 fps under the timeline.

![As you have just seen, there a number of methods you can use in Flash to obtain the same result. In this case, it is opening the Document Properties dialog box. Which one is best? The answer is simple: whichever one you choose.](image)

![Figure 1-7. Set the stage size through the Document Properties dialog box.](image)